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National Geodetic Survey’s Mission
To define, maintain and provide access 
to the National Spatial Reference 
System (NSRS) to meet our Nation’s 
economic, social, and environmental 
needs.  

The NSRS is a consistent coordinate 
system that defines latitude, longitude, 
height, scale, gravity, orientation, and 
shoreline throughout the United States. 
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Presentation Notes
The National Spatial Reference System is the United States’ geospatial infrastructure from which all positioning (with the exclusion of military/Department of Defense) is referenced to.  This system provides a consistent framework that allows people to use data in the same reference system to perform analysis and make meaningful comparisons and decisions from that analysis.The National Spatial Reference System (NSRS) includes latitude, longitude and elevation in addition to the National Shoreline and geodetic control. You can think about geodetic control is the “base map” layer at the base of GIS applications that will get everything aligned.Two datums that make up the backbone of the NSRS today are:North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83)North American Vertical Datum of 1988 (NAVD 88)In the future, there will be four Terrestrial Reference Frames, one per tectonic plate. North American Terrestrial Reference Frame (NATREF 2022)Caribbean Terrestrial Reference Frame (CATREF 2022)Pacific Terrestrial Reference Frame (PATREF 2022)Marianas Terrestrial Reference Frame (MATREF 2022)And one gravimetric geoid model (GEOID2022) that will cover the entire north western Hemisphere of the Earth and serve as the foundation for the :North America and Pacific Geopotential Datum (NAPGD 2022)



NGS’ Long History of Crowd Sourcing Data

In February 2020, NGS celebrated 40 years of 
crowd sourced data collection since the first 
NGS Bluebook was released in 1980 
Today, NGS continues to encourage data 
contributions for use in multiple applications:
• GPS and Leveling survey data
• CORS data
• Shoreline - CUSP
• GPSonBM
• Mark Recovery
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NGS has crowdsourced our survey data collection almost entirely, beginning with agency-to-agency data rescue in the 1970’s.We crowdsource data because we have to, we don’t have the budget or the field crews to collect data ourselves. This will help us to improve access to the NSRS and get the data we need to make informed decisions to do our job.   

https://www.ngs.noaa.gov/FGCS/BlueBook/pdf/Chapter1-2-3--1980.pdf


GNSS Observations on NAVD 88 Leveled Marks 
Crucial Data for GEOID18 & Transformation Tools

NAVD 88 is a leveling based datum
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NAVD 88, the US current Orthometric height datum, consists of about 800,000 benchmarks and ~2.2M km of leveling. Data was collected over many decades by roving bands of surveyors who walked across the country multiple times over the years, east to west, north to south and back again. It is currently the official vertical datum of the US and is required for federal mapping projects. It would cost tens to hundreds of millions of US dollars to do again. GPS data on those leveled marks were used to create GEOID18 – the model used to derive NAVD88 heights from GPS ellipsoid heights, as well as the transformation tools that will be released with NAPGD2022.



GPS on Bench Marks 
New Data for Better Models and Tools

Main Goal: 
Gather data to create Transformation Tools

Added benefits:
• Update Passive Control Status
• Automatic Reprocessing to create 2020.0 

Reference Epoch Coordinates (REC’s)
• Build a time series of observations

Potential Extensions:
• Identify marks suspected of movement
• Establish RTN Check Stations
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NGS’ GPSonBM program is now requesting data to build the models that NCAT and VDatum will use to transform geospatial data from existing datums to the Modernized National Spatial Reference System.These are the benefits that we derive that other countries could derive as well. The processes, tools, workflow, and technical specifications that we have developed can be applied in other places. We are keeping in house the definition of the NSRS, outsourcing the observations to realize the frames



Minimal Data Requirements
• GPS Observation: Collect 4+ hours of data on a bench mark

• Description: Provide details of how to locate mark (To Reach)
• Example: Located in the SW corner of a 2 ft square concrete pad 

projecting 0.3 ft above ground, 3.3 ft S from S edge of sidewalk...

• Accurate antenna height and type values

• 2 photos: 
• close-up photo (avoid dark/blurry/dirt-covered) 
• horizon photo (show equipment in use)
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- We keep the minimum session time at 4 hours for OPUS share - Longer sessions = better probability of fixing ambiguities and cancelling some errors in GNSSIncorrect antenna height is often the cause of an inaccurate orthometric height OPUS share requirementshttps://geodesy.noaa.gov/OPUS/about.jsp#sharing �OPUS webinar from Dec 2016https://geodesy.noaa.gov/web/science_edu/webinar_series/understanding-opus.shtml 



h is ellipsoid 
height measured  
using GPS

N is from a geoid 
model: either 
gravimetric or 
hybrid

Theoretically,  the difference between these three values should be zero.  In practice, using 
actual observations gives a residual, or measure of the misfit between the three.  We use the 

residual to evaluate and quality control the observations.

Extensive Residual Analysis used to create a Prioritized List
Residual = h - H - N

H is an NAVD 88 
Orthometric Height 
from Leveling

- -
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If we get two observations that agree to within 5 cm, we use the data, if they don’t agree then we ask for a third. This process helps us evaluate which of the datasets is correct, and which may be wrong. New GPS observations are much less expensive that new leveling. Process of comparing independent data sources allows us to make a decision about which observation are correct.Because NAVD 88 is a leveling based datum, NGS has used hybrid geoid models for the last 2 decades to provide NAVD 88 orthometric heights from GPS derived NAD 83 ellipsoid heights. These hybrid geoid were made by warping a gravimetric geoid model to the NAVD 88 surface using the GPS observations on levelled NAVD 88 marks. GEOID18 was the last hybrid geoid model that NGS will release before moving to the Modernized NSRS which will use a purely gravimetric geoid model (GEOID2022) as the foundation for NAPGD2022. 



2018 Tracking Map2018 GPSonBM
Target: GEOID18 data

• Requested: ~5,900 Marks
• Received: 

• ~3,800 observations
• ~2,600+ marks 

ReceivedAgency Type % of Marks 
Submitted

State Agency 76%

Private Sector 14%

Federal Agency 6%

County Agency 4%

Academic 2%

City Agency 2%

Professional 
Society

0.5%

Utility 0.5%
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NGS set priority list of marks where new data would be most beneficial for creating the GEOID18 hybrid geoid model. We then created regularly updated online maps for people to find priority marks near them and dashboards and to track state by state progress toward goals. Roughly ¾ of the data was submitted by State agencies, but there were significant contributions made by private sector firms, other federal agencies, as well as academia, professional societies and city and county level governments. We use the ESRI ArcGISOnline platform 
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The results of the 2018 GPSonBM campaign for GEOID18



GEOID18 Technical Report
NGS will be releasing a Technical Report 
that describes the details of how the 
GEOID18 model was created, including:
• Technical Specifications
• Methodology
• Input Data

• Gravimetric Geoid Model
• GPS on Bench Marks
• Least Squares Collocation 

• Model Performance and Evaluation
• Relative Accuracy
• DEFLEC18
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If this is something you are interested in, the tech report is a recipe for doing this yourselves



Approximate Predicted Differences between Old & New:
NAVD 88 minus NAPGD2022

~0.4 to 2 meters in Alaska ~0 to 1.3 meters CONUS
GPSonBM data collection efforts are focused on the vertical datum 

transformations to resolve the irregular relationship between the surfaces. 
Horizontal transformations are smooth and will be done primary with CORS data.
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Approximate Predicted Differences between Old & New: NAVD 88 minus NAPGD2022New Datumsm What to expect webpages: https://geodesy.noaa.gov/datums/newdatums/WhatToExpect.shtmlNGS is not shifting the land, merely shifting the reference surfaces to which we reference the geospatial data to.



GPSonBM Measurements
Build the Bridge between Old & New Datums

Because the relationships between the old and new datums vary by 
location, the accuracy of the transformations in any particular place is 
directly related to the density of GPSonBM data available in that area.
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That’s the strength of the system, where we don’t have to go to the field for ourselves. Set minimum requirements, then implement a QA/QC process by experts. GPSonBM data collection efforts are focused on the vertical datum transformations to resolve the irregular relationship between the surfaces. Horizontal transformations are smooth and will be done primary with CORS data.



2022 Transformation Tool Campaign Overview
• NGS will make national scale, mapping grade

transformation grids with the data in the NGS 
Integrated Database or Shared through OPUS

• NGS may age-limit the data & only use data 
submitted since 2010

• We must interpolate over areas with data gaps
• Uncertainties in the transformed coordinates will 

grow larger as the distance from a GPSonBM 
data point increases

• To keep uncertainties reasonable, NGS has a 
National Coverage goal of 10 km spacing
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This is the recipe that we created to meet our goals, and the following slides are the tools we created.We set expiration dates for data in areas of motion to ensure fresh data is used for models and tools



The web map has several 
functions that allow users to 

search, explore, filter, and 
export the data

GPSonBM Transformation Tool Campaign Web Map

Check out the web map:
www.ngs.noaa.gov/GPSonBM/



National Coverage and Local Densification
• National coverage goal is illustrated by 10 km 

hexagons on the map.
• Priority marks within each hexagon are 

automatically selected based on their metadata 
• Once the 10 km goal is reached, the opportunity to 

densify the model and improve local results is 
unlocked. 2 km hexagons appear along with new 
priority marks within those hexagons

Priority B hexagons are Blue 

Priority A Hexagons are Gold Hexagons where we have the 
data we need are marked Done 
and colored Green



GPSonBM Transformation Tool Campaign: Progress Dashboard
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Presentation Notes
We provide a dashboard that allows users to track their contributions, our progress toward the goals, and the variety of different types of organizations that join in the partnership efforts



State Level Maps & Dashboards for Regional Coordination
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Presentation Notes
NGS makes all of our GPSonBM data sets available online through the ArcGIS Online platform. Several States have created their own web maps and collaboration tools allowing them to coordinate with partners and plan together to decide who will observe which marks and when This could be used at the country level if implemented by SIRGAS



New Mark Recovery Webpage
Crowd sourced mark recoveries help update the GPSonBM map, let NGS and 

others know if the mark is still usable, and pictures make it easier to find. 

www.ngs.noaa.gov/surveys/mark-recovery

Now with Find Marks Near Me!
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Using our online Mark Recovery Form, anyone can search for, find, and file a recovery report for our benchmarks. We update our priority list and maps when people report that the marks on our list have been damaged, destroyed, or are not suitable for GPS observations.



NGS Training Material
NGS Video Library

NGS Online Lessons

GPS on Bench 
Marks Webpages

Presenter
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We have many videos, online lessons and other training material available on our website www.ngs.noaa.gov



GPSonBM Team
ngs.gpsonbm@noaa.gov

Galen Scott
Galen.Scott@noaa.gov

Dana Caccamise
Dana.Caccamise@noaa.gov
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GEOID18 Model Improvements
• 32,357 GPS on Bench Marks data points were used to constrain the model to NAVD 

88, PRVD02 and VIVD09, an increase of ~6,800 marks (26%) over GEOID12B
• Significant new analysis of GPSonBM data resulted in a much cleaner dataset
• Includes better elevation data and improved digital elevation modelling techniques
• Uses better gravity data and improved geoid modeling techniques
• New space-based gravity data from satellite gravity missions (GRACE & GOCE)
• Includes all available airborne gravity data - 53 completed GRAV-D blocks

The overall fit of the final GEOID18 model to 
used bench marks is excellent. Over all of 
CONUS, the standard deviation is 1.27 cm 

(GEOID12B was approximately 1.7 cm) 
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